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Abstract—Agrobot is an autonomous robot that performs the farming techniques and will help farmers in the farming land. This robot will be controlled by Arduino that will perform the farming processes such as ploughing, seed dispensing and harvesting. It could replace conventional farming mechanism in the third world century. As we know in conventional farming domestic animals are still used in rural villages and they suffer a lot. They use old instruments, they use biofertilizers manually and they do not produce high productions. The growing human population has shrunk the agricultural sources which results in less people in farming field and more in urban areas. Thus, it is mandatory to discover new methods to upgrade efficiency of agriculture worldwide. This led to increased interest and spending in field of Agriculture Robotics. This new way of farming in which robots will be used to overcome all those problems that occurs in traditional farming. It includes machines and new instruments and they will be going to produce high productions. By keeping the less man power and increased productivity rate in mind, the designing of this Agrobot is done so that it can perform all the farming process on its own. To check the environmental conditions like humidity, wetness of soil etc is its major advantage rather than only increasing the productivity. The approach of developing this smarter machine will surely gonna change the traditional methods of farming by taking this agricultural field into a new modern phase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In India, approx. 70% people are liable upon agriculture (the major resource to survive).[10] On comparison with other fields, development in agricultural area is less. So, it is mandatory to do some enhancement in this field. The main objective to developing agricultural technology is to minimize the labor force, a phenomenon which common in the whole world. Another reason is to improve food quality.[10]

Nowadays, agricultural operations like ploughing, harvesting can be done automatically and as there is accessibility of automatic machines like robots. For making of robot, one has to consider two important contemplations which are exact requirement for the field and environmental conditions in which robot have to work for automating the operations of agriculture.

Use of robotics in various modes of agriculture will assist the farmers in giving better outcomes of productivity. Currently farmers are way behind from these consequences due to disuse of robotic machines in agricultural fields. Traditional methods in India are hugely dependent on labor force for dragging, lifting, weed control, fruit picking, etc. Farmers are prone to work in the disastrous environment while spraying chemicals and pesticides. While tractors compress the filthy land as they are bulky and huge and cannot make movement in terrain conditions. These approaches decline to differentiate the harvest and soil in closeness.

A robotized and innovative agrarian framework is epitomized from above issues. Robots can work restless in every condition according to advisable program to perform the required work with computerized help. The major advantage of light weight robots is that they do not suppress the filthy land.

Following are the modes of operations that will going to be perform by this autonomous farming robot: -

A. MODE-1

It is seed dispensing mode and in this the seed dispersion takes place with obstacle monitoring in parallel. Here a RPM motor is connected at the back of robot where the dispenser is present. The appropriate time at which the seed handler will
vibrate has been programmed in the Arduino programming, hence this controls the seed flow from the seed dispenser so that there is no seed wastage.

B. MODE-2

It is the harvesting mode where the crops are harvested. The harvester is created in cylindrical like structure which rotates and harvests the crops. The rotation is provided by A RPM DC motor which is connected to the side of harvester. L298D connects this mode to Arduino. Program coded in Arduino controls the rotation speed and other specifications too.

C. MODE-3

This is ploughing mode. In this ploughing is done with the help of plough which is made up of jagged teeth. Proper stable space is given to the seeds for settling up in a proper line in the soil.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Automation in the field of agriculture with the help of robot is a trial to bring agricultural within the field of robotics and automation. The intention is to reduce the workload of labors on the fields. An algorithm is to be implemented which will enable the robot to carry out zonal tilting, ploughing, seeding and harvesting. The user will give the dimensions (length and breadth) of the sphere. Microcontroller will input these parameters into the algorithm and the work will be etched accordingly. Zonal tilting could be one of the farming techniques during which a niche is left between the two lines of cultivation. This can be done to maintain soil nutrients and pH levels with the help of proper irrigation. The algorithm of robot was used on various platforms like farming simulator 2017, java and implemented on Arduino.[6]

![Flow Chart of Automation algorithm](Image)

The Agrobot paper elaborates the design implementation and experiments of Agrobot. The target of projects to form an agricultural robot which can perform all the essential farming activities like sowing, ploughing, sprinkling. The execution of Agrobot saves lots of time, capability, human effort, resource wastage and also it works at less expensive cost.[9] Automatic ploughing and seeding robot paper gives that almost all of those systems which work independently are more liable than conventional systems. The advantages of reduction parturient prices and conditions on the number of routine hours of working has been increased significantly due to which automation of diverse working routines is possible. Yet some have failed because of indispensability of accuracy of specific tasks.[12]

AG-Robot Design and Analysis to Light Weight has body frame of made of glass fiber, whose strength to weight ratio is high compared to the conventional materials like steel or aluminum. Product is familiar with maize crop and it may further upgrade for the other crops. It is capable of doing seeding cutting harvesting and other agricultural tasks.[7]

Sensor based Agrobot for Sowing seeds is a robot which is designed for agricultural purposes such as seeding, cutting, harvesting etc. Main objective of this machine is to lessen the labor burden and expand the pace and precision of the work. Introduction of a product which is a resultant of arrangement and creation of movable robot for agricultural area is done in this paper. Here infrared and ultrasonic sensors are used for proper navigation and detection of obstacles as well as use of humidity sensor is also done here to measure the soil moisture.

The foremost task of this robot is sow seeding.[8]

![Fabrication of seed sowing robot](Image)

In Robotic Farmer, the robot model is made in such a way that it can process the farming area by using no human effort. The objective to develop this robot is to lessen the human effort, time and increase the rate of productivity and help the cultivators. This autonomous robot is used to plough the land, sowing of the seeds and spraying of fertilizers and harvesting of the crops using microcontroller.[2] Comparison between manual and farming using tractor is as follows:
In this Agriculture Robotics: Practicality and Feasibility, our main focus is on practical and feasibility study of the agriculture robot. After inspection, the author declares that the robot isn’t dependent only on advances but it's dependent on infrastructure too. Through this infrastructure all the services and technologies are provided that marks wireless communication, human-robot interaction (HRI), and software sharing framework. If such infrastructure is not there then advanced design will be unable to hold a robot’s practicality and feasibility. Many organizations can’t allow the technological and monetary cost of building such infrastructure, which leads the robot uneconomical. The conclusion is to search out a practical and feasible robot and also to search out a value effective and reliable approach that leads such infrastructure for agriculture robots.

Agricultural robot -an economic feasibility explains the commercial practicability of using automated robot as compared to conventional method in different areas is explained through agricultural robot as: weed detection in high rated crops and grass cutting of cereals. The comparison done is with the help of system analysis and feasibility study by individual for these three applications. The results of all the three frameworks cleared the picture that the robot applications are way more economically practical than the ancient/traditional methods. The forfeit of robotic systems are increased because of less vehicles space and more price of real time Global Positioning System (RTK-GPS). [11] GSM based Automated Irrigation Control using Rain gun Irrigation System has extensive work on automated feed machine in cultivator rotatory blade welding machineries. It can achieve placement and the feeding of every blade carriers and also make sure that the blade carrier coordinate automatically. Moreover, the major benefit of it is easy to use and less price.[15]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.no.</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Manual</th>
<th>Tractors</th>
<th>Seed Dispensing by robot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Human effort</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Time needed</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Seed Dispensing technique</td>
<td>Convention-alley</td>
<td>Convention-alley</td>
<td>Automatic-alley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Energy needed</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig 3: Block diagram for proposed system](image)

To achieve high uniform sowing patterns, seeder is designed as this paper tells about the crop establishment for seed grading. Keeping it in mind an active seed grinder and a planter to punch were manufactured. Grid seeding measurements are done in an absolute manner. However, mode testing have to be done in the field to test the effectiveness and results under tough and extreme conditions. Therefore, testing is done by connecting the four seed grids in front of the tractor and then operating it. [14]

### III. METHODOLOGY

The main objective of our project is to build a multithreaded agricultural robot, which can be used for agricultural processes like ploughing, seed dispensing, harvesting(crop cutting) and also irrigate the system. Keeping in mind less price and more efficient.

- Front part of the model is used for harvesting. The harvester is attached to a DC motor which has more than 700rpm.[10] The harvester is made up of Iron sheet.
- Back end of the model is used for dig down process. For digging process iron nail teeth like structure are used. This mode operates when selected by the user.[10]
- A cylindrical like structure that is going to drop the seeds at farming land. This model is made up of acrylic sheet and the seeds will pass through this cylindrical like shape through the drilled hole on the lower level to the digging soil.
- In Order to design the interface for agricultural process, a PCB circuiting is implemented. Arduino (a Microcontroller), At mega 328p is the main component for performing the processes. The
design of Circuit, is as such it controls two DC motor that is powered by motor driver L293D, and with the power supply that comprises of a voltage regulator (5V-12V), Arduino uno interfaces and controls the circuitry defined above. Arduino uno is used because of its one of the properties to implement logical programming.

- We added an additional motor for irrigation purpose. A sensory chip is attached to the motor that gives the data about the condition of soil, like how much humidity is there, things like that.

The steps of implementation are:
1. Enter the length.
2. Enter the breadth.
3. Selection of mode.
4. In Arduino, the values are entered.
5. Execution takes place.
6. Reset once the execution is completed.[6]

Fig 4: Internal circuit diagram

Basic agricultural functions (ploughing, seeding, harvesting)
This Autonomous farming robot (AFR) constitute of performing activities that are mainly done while practicing farming. The AFR simply moves and perform the agricultural activity as programmed. And in order to stop the activity, it gets disabled when the job is done.

And that’s how we combined these functionalities with our mechanism to map all the requirements that was proposed. As soon the robot stops, the sprinkler comes into play and waters the land till the required amount. The movement of the robot is controlled using four high torque 100RPM DC motors.

The farmer will be providing with all the dimensions of field area as the input. The three modes will be ploughing, seed dispensing and harvesting. Through the length and breadth complete distance covered by the robot will be fixed. It may be multiplication of length and breadth. The algorithm states that the length as the distance that needs to be covered by the robot in a single run. Once the distance is reached, the robot takes a round turn, precisely speaking a supplementary turn. After the turn is made, the robot continues to go in a single line until the dimensions are covered. The algorithm is used to accomplish the precession

agriculture methodology. This method is used as follows.

The dimensions (length and breadth) of the fields are to be entered when it is programmed in Arduino and after providing the dimensions of field, mode is to be selected in which the robot is going to perform:

MODE 1: Seed Dispensing. It adds seeds to the field, a DC motor is connected so that seed dispersive properly on the land.

MODE 2: Harvesting. In this, the robot has harvester which is attached at the front of the robot which activates on mode 2.

MODE 3: Ploughing. This mode plough the field with teeth like iron nails structure fixed at the back end of the robot.

IV. RESULTS

We operate our robot on a small land. We placed some marks and obstacles conventionally. The robot tested appropriately by successfully analyzing the field area and performed the three main features that we have planned initially in the project (ploughing, harvesting and seed dispensing). Once the processes are performed it returns back at its position.
The processes are as follows:

1. **Seed Dispensing**: The seed dropping is done using the dc motor which vibrates when the robot starts moving. This DC motor is attached with a rectangular shaped funnel like structure at the back side of the robot. The DC motor has more than 700rpm and because of this it creates vibration, and with the help of this seeds inside the funnel to drip consecutively.

2. **Harvesting**: For this, a simple harvester is connected to the single dc motor which is used to perform the mode of harvesting the crop. The harvester is placed at the front side of the robot. Within the structure of harvester, whose structure is like twisted blade In cylindrical rollers (just like 6 bat reel in combined harvester), a DC motor is attached in order to keep the harvester rolling and cutting the crops. Based on this, it can be upgrade with help of new hardware.

1. **Ploughing**: This mode is achieved by attaching the jagged teeth like structure made up of iron nails at the back side of the robot. For this we need a good physical power to the robot, because it has some weight and when it is placed on field for ploughing procedure, it needs more strength to move forward. This mode is the first mode to be performed as soon as the robot starts Once its on the field, it continuously ploughs the soil through the Plougher which is powered by12V DC. [10]

2. **Irrigation**: An isolated irrigation system model is developed similar to a water sprinkler to check the different rate of water when there is dry soil. DC motor controls the sector angles and trajectory of the water jet.

   The statistical data measured and recorded on different types of field are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Farming done</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Real time data (harvesting and ploughing)</th>
<th>Results (in degree Celsius)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agroforestry</td>
<td>More humidity</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>+10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop rotation field</th>
<th>Moderate humidity</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>+9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixed/Inter Cropping</td>
<td>Moderate humidity</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>+9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyculture Farming</td>
<td>Highly humid</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Harvesting</td>
<td>Highly humid</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>+10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hence, all three modes have been checked properly and tested. All the modes work successfully. Mode 1 shows the proper functioning of seed dispenser. The seeds get dispensed in a proper line drawn by the jagged teeth of the plough. Below shows the image of seed dispersed in the proper line.

![Fig 6: Result of seed dispenser](image-url)

V. PROBLEMS FACED

Throughout our project we faced many issues and examines accordingly.

- Difficulty on motors
- Troubleshoot on controlling motor
- Wheels are not big enough to handle the weight [1]
VI. BENEFITS

We tried to make the agrobot as feasible as possible for the unprivileged farmers. The list of benefits a cultivator can get:

- It is reasonable and sustainable.
- It is transportable.
- Farmer is needed to be present on the farming land.
- Chemicals like pesticide does not harm the robot.
- It operates on batteries, so no use of any fuel.
- Completely automated after entering the dimensions of the field.[1]

VII. FUTURE WORK

For the future, the project can accomplish with tremendous outcomes in large scale that will benefit each farmer. Apart from seed dispensing, ploughing, and harvesting, other processes like showering pesticides, fruit picking, and so can be accomplished in one robot and thus we can make this robot skilled and multitasking. As we know Raspberry Pi is most used version nowadays so it could be used in future rather than using Arduino Uno for greater development of the robot.[1] Also, we are planning to add few extra features as seed dispensing, harvesting and ploughing like inserting Go-pro camera to get updates of the field, having crop audit system that will tell the farmer if the crops are in good shape or not, having a robotic arm to pick and drop fruits and also escort the farmers to plant in efficient manner. We might add large harvester to the robot for increasing the cultivation. The leading future goal of this agrobot would be the detection of weed using image processing in which robot will detect the weed between the crops by just capturing the image. For further modifications, we will try and make this agrobot extra qualified and less in economics thence, all kind of agriculturist can operate this robot to cultivate their farmland and develop healthy crops. We also have some huge arrangement for this robot that makes it smoothly available for large scale cultivation which can be done using multiple robots at the same time using master-slave approach. This can be done effectively and with better reliability lessen the unnecessary load on farmers and making their life easy.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The Agrobot is created by keeping clear in mind for inadequate and needful farmers and it is specifically designed to accomplish the things like reducing load of farmers so that their pain can be reduced and productivity can be increased. Agrobots can entirely change the face of traditional farming practices by changing its look, feel and pace. It can significantly change the outlook of the agricultural sector over the next decade especially where the consumers demand and requirements of labor is at its peak. It is an autonomous farming robot which have the potential to work precisely under extreme conditions having continuous monitoring by using variety of sensing technology. We can easily enter the dimensions of field and the mode which has to be performed and this robot will easily accomplish its task. This robot is worth it as its equipment’s are much reasonable and cost effective. Also, this is much eco-friendly than old methods. Various technologies like image processing can also be used with it for enhancing the capacity and effectiveness of this robot as it will give optimal solutions for various agricultural operations and thus, we can shape the interest of new generation in agricultural area which will be beneficial for the country.
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